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 Econometrica, Vol. 51, No. 5 (September, 1983)

 NATURAL OLIGOPOLIES'

 BY AVNER SHAKED AND JOHN SUTTON2

 In a market where firms offer products which differ in quality, an upper bound may
 exist to the number of firms which can coexist at a noncooperative price equilibrium. We
 fully characterize the conditions under which this possibility arises.

 1. BACKGROUND

 THE PRESENT PAPER is concerned with the analysis of price competition in

 markets where consumers purchase a single unit of some good, the alternative
 brands of which differ in quality. The defining characteristic of this kind of

 product differentiation is that, were any two of the goods in question offered at

 the same price, then all consumers would agree in choosing the same one, i.e.

 that of "higher quality."

 Little attention has been paid to the analysis of competition in this "vertical

 differentiation" case, in contrast to the widely studied case of "horizontal
 differentiation" where the defining characteristic is that consumers would differ

 as to their most preferred choice if all the goods in question were offered at the
 same price. The standard paradigm is that of the "locational" and associated

 models. In such models, the number of firms in the industry increases indefi-
 nitely as the fixed costs associated with entry decline, or, equivalently, as the size

 of the economy expands. That this can happen, depends in turn on the fact that

 the market can support an arbitrarily large number of firms, each with a positive
 market share and a price in excess of unit variable cost. This property is of
 fundamental importance: for, as firms become more closely spaced, price compe-

 tition between them implies that prices approach the level of unit variable costs.
 It is this "Chamberlinian" configuration which forms the basis of the notion of

 "perfect monopolistic competition." (See [5].)
 The central question posed in the present paper is whether this property will be

 available in the "vertical differentiation" case. In a large class of cases, it turns

 out not to hold; in such cases, no passage to an atomistic, competitive, structure

 will be possible. However low the level of fixed costs, and independently of any
 considerations as to firms' choices of product, the nature of price competition in
 itself ensures that only a limited number of firms can survive at equilibrium.

 I This paper was presented at the "Agglomeration in Space" meeting (Habay-la-Neuve, Belgium,
 May 1982) organized with the financial support of the Fonds National de la Recherche Scientifique
 of Belgium.

 Our thanks are due to the International Centre for Economics and Related Disciplines at LSE for
 financial support.

 2We would like to acknowledge the help of two referees, whose comments prompted a consider-
 able improvement in the exposition of these results.
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 1470 A. SHAKED AND J. SUTTON

 2. INTRODUCTION

 We will be concerned, in what follows, with elaborating a condition which is
 necessary and sufficient to allow an arbitrarily large number of firms to co-exist
 with positive market shares, and prices exceeding unit variable costs, at a Nash
 equilibrium in prices. It may be helpful to begin, in the present section, by setting
 out this condition in a quite informal manner.

 Suppose a consumer with income Y purchases one unit of a product of quality
 u, at price p(u), thereby achieving a level of utility given by, say, the function

 u * (Y-p(u)).

 Let each of a number of firms produce one product of some quality u subject
 to constant unit variable cost, c(u). We consider a hypothetical situation in
 which a number of products are offered at a price equal to their respective levels
 of unit variable cost. (The relevance of this case lies in the fact that some firms
 may not be able to achieve positive sales at a price which covers variable cost,
 and it is this which limits the number of firms surviving at equilibrium.)

 Figure 1 shows the function uc(u). Take a line of slope Y1 through the point
 (u, uc(u)). Then the vertical intercept AB = u ( Y1 - c(u)) represents the utility
 attained by a consumer of income Y1 in purchasing a product of quality u at
 price c(u). Again referring to the Figure, the consumer of income Y1 is indiffer-
 ent between u at price c(u) and v at price c(v). Finally, we illustrate the optimal
 quality choice for a consumer of income Y2, who can purchase any quality at
 unit variable cost, as the point of tangency q (chosen to maximize the associated
 intercept).

 We are now in a position to identify a fundamental dichotomy which forms
 the basis of our subsequent analysis. Let consumer incomes lie in some range
 [a, b] and suppose unit variable cost rises only slowly with quality. Then, if two
 products are made available at unit variable cost, all consumers will agree in

 A 1.

 FIGURE 1.
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 FIGURE 2(i).

 preferring the higher quality product, i.e. all consumers rank the products in the

 same order. On the other hand, consider the cost function shown in Figure 2(i);

 here, we illustrate an example in which uc(u) is convex, and we identify two

 points of tangency r and s where the slope of the curve coincides with our
 extreme income values a and b. Here, if any set of products lying in the interval
 below r is made available at unit variable cost, all consumers will agree in
 ranking them in increasing order of quality; and for a set of qualities drawn from

 the interval above s, and sold at unit variable cost, consumers will agree in
 ranking them in decreasing order of quality. In the intermediate quality range,

 however, consumers will differ in their ranking of products, at unit variable cost.

 Now this is reminiscent of the "location" paradigm noted above, and we shall

 show in the sequel that the basic property alluded to earlier continues to hold
 good here-an unbounded number of firms may coexist with positive market
 shares and prices exceeding unit variable cost, at equilibrium.

 Now, in this "location-like" situation, the manner in which an arbitrarily large
 number of firms may be entered, is straightforward: for, within a certain interval,
 we can always insert an additional firm (product) between two existing firms,

 without precipitating the exit of any other firm.

 A second, and quite distinct, kind of situation may arise, however, which is

 also consistent with the coexistence of an unbounded number of competing
 firms. While many subcases of this possibility arise, all are quite analogous, and a

 clear illustration of the mechanism involved is provided by the following exam-
 ple. Suppose costs were zero; and suppose further that the range of incomes
 extends downwards to zero. In this case, an unbounded number of products may

 be entered: for no product can have zero profits at equilibrium unless some
 higher quality product sells for price zero (remember the consumer of income

 zero is indifferent between all products at price zero, so any product can
 otherwise find some positive price at which it can earn positive profits). But it
 now suffices to notice that the highest quality product in the sequence will not be
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 1472 A. SHAKED AND J. SUTTON

 sold at price zero; for clearly there exists some price at which it can earn positive
 profits.

 Hence in this situation, an infinite number of products may again be entered-
 but now, the method by which they are entered is by introducing new products
 of successively lower quality at the end of the existing range.

 What characterizes this situation, and all analogous subcases, is the presence
 of a consumer-here the consumer of income zero-who is (locally) indifferent
 between alternative products, at unit variable cost (i.e. the derivative of his utility
 score with respect to product quality is zero).

 The condition which we develop below is designed to exclude these two types

 of situation. Where that condition is satisfied, all consumers will be agreed in
 ranking the products in the same strict order, at unit variable cost. When this is
 so, it follows that one firm could set a price which would drive the remaining
 firms out of the market. This will not in general occur at equilibrium, however.
 (For an elementary example, see [4].) What we show is that, in this case, there will
 exist an upper bound independent of product qualities, to the number of firms which

 can coexist with positive market shares and prices exceeding unit variable costs, at a
 Nash Equilibrium in prices.

 It is worth stressing immediately that this property is extremely strong: the
 bound we define depends only on the pattern of tastes and income distribution
 and is independent of the qualities of the various products offered.

 The mechanism through which the result comes about, is that whatever the set
 of products entered, competition between certain "surviving" products drives
 their prices down to a level where every consumer prefers either to make no
 purchase, or to buy one of these surviving goods at its equilibrium price, rather
 than switch to any of the excluded products, at any price sufficient to cover unit
 variable cost.

 The implications of this "finiteness property" are far-reaching; for, if the
 technology is such that unit variable cost rises only slowly with quality, so that
 the "finiteness property" holds everywhere, then irrespective of the manner in
 which product quality is chosen by firms, the familiar "limiting process" by which
 we might arrive at a competitive outcome cannot occur. The number of firms
 which can coexist at equilibrium is no longer limited by the level of fixed costs,
 as in the familiar case, but is instead determined by the upper bound which we
 identify below. This means, in turn, that the effect of a further reduction in fixed

 costs, or an increase in the extent of the market, will, once that bound is attained,
 have no effect on the equilibrium number of firms in the industry.

 It is this configuration, in which the finiteness property holds over the relevant
 quality range, which we label a natural oligopoly.

 The "finiteness" property has already been demonstrated for a special case in
 which all costs are zero, by Jaskold Gabszewicz and Thisse [2]. The aim of the
 present paper is to provide a necessary and sufficient condition for such an

 outcome, where costs are present.
 Finally, we emphasize that we shall not be concerned here with the question of

 optimal quality choice by firms; the "finiteness" property is independent of such
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 considerations. The range of qualities available on the market will, in general, of
 course depend inter alia on the relation between fixed costs (including R & D),
 and product quality. (We have elsewhere examined this problem of quality
 choice [7, 8, 9].) Here, however, we will take qualities as given and all such costs
 as sunk costs; and so we will be concerned only with variable cost.3

 The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 3 presents the model, and in
 Section 4 we examine price equilibrium. In Section 5 we present a necessary and
 sufficient condition for "finiteness;" Section 6 is devoted to a discussion of the
 results.

 3. THE MODEL

 A number of firms produce distinct, substitute, goods. We label their respec-
 tive products by an index k = 1, . . . , n, where firm k sells product k at price Pk .
 (We take the goods to be distinct, here, since if two or more goods are identical,
 then all have price equal to unit variable cost, at a Nash Equilibrium in prices, by
 the usual Bertrand argument. The case where some firms produce an identical
 quality level is considered in the proof of Proposition 3 below.)

 Assume a continuum of consumers identical in tastes but differing in income;
 incomes are uniformly distributed over some range, 0 < a < t < b.

 Consumers make indivisible and mutually exclusive purchases from among
 our n substitute goods, in the sense that any consumer either makes no purchase,
 or else buys exactly one unit from one of the n firms. We denote by U(t, k) the
 utility achieved by consuming one unit of product k and t units of "other things"
 (the latter may be thought of as a Hicksian "composite commodity," measured
 as a continuous variable), and by U(t, 0) the utility derived from consuming t
 units of income only.

 Assume that the utility function takes the form

 (1) U(t,k)= Uk t (k= 1, ..., n)

 and

 U(t,O) = uo t

 with 0 < uo < ul < . . < un (i.e. the products are labelled in increasing order of
 quality).

 (The particular forms of the utility function, and income distribution, used
 here, play no crucial part in what follows. See Section 6 below.) Let

 Uk

 rk- 1 Uk=

 (whence rk- 1,k > 1). Then we may define the income level tk such that a
 consumer with this income will be indifferent between good k at price Pk and

 3Labor, materials, and divisible capital equipment. It is of course long run unit variable costs
 which are relevant.
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 1474 A. SHAKED AND J. SUTTON

 good k - 1 at price Pk- 1, by setting

 Uk- * (tk- Pk-1) = Uk * (tk Pk)

 to obtain

 (2) tk = Pk-1(' - rk-l,k) + Pkrk-l,k

 -Pk-I + (Pk Pk-1) rk-l,k

 and

 tl = pirO,l

 It is immediate from inspection of our utility function that a consumer with
 income above tk will strictly prefer the higher quality good k, and conversely: the
 function (1) is designed to capture the property that richer consumers are willing
 to pay more for a higher quality product.

 Given any set of prices, then, certain firms have positive market shares
 bounded by marginal consumers (income levels), firm k selling to consumers of
 income tk to tk+1 (tk to b for firm n); the market shares of the higher quality
 firms corresponding to higher income bands. We shall find it convenient below
 to identify, sometimes, the set of firms with positive market shares; it is

 important to remember that a firm may be 'just" excluded in the sense that
 tk = tk- 1 so that it has market share zero: here an infinitesimal fall in its price, or
 an infinitesimal rise in the price set by either of this firm's neighbors, will cause
 its market share to become positive.

 Let c(u) represent the level of unit variable cost as a function of the quality of
 the product; it is assumed independent of the level of output. We will assume
 that c(u) is continuously differentiable (but see Section 6 below). We will write
 c(uk) as Ck in what follows.

 The profit of any firm k now becomes, for k = 1, . .. , n -1,

 =k (Pk - Ck)(tk+1 - tk), Pk ? Ck I

 7Tk= 0 otherwise.

 From this we may deduce a necessary condition for profit maximization.
 For firm k we require

 (tk+ - tk) - (Pk - Ck)(rk,k+ I + rk-1,k - 1) -..0,

 which is the requirement that an increase in k's price reduces profit. The
 corresponding inequality required to ensure that a reduction in k's price reduces
 profits splits into a number of cases according as k's nearest neighbor from
 above, and/or from below, has market share zero.
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 4. PRICE EQUILIBRIUM

 We seek a noncooperative price equilibrium (Nash Equilibrium), viz.: a vector
 of prices p*, p*_ i.. . ,pr, such that, for all k, given the prices set by the
 remaining firms, pk* is the profit maximizing price for firm k.

 We begin by establishing the existence of such an equilibrium:

 LEMMA 1: For any given products u1,U2,... , u, and corresponding prices p1,
 P2, 'Pk- 1 Pk+ 1 pn, for all k, the profit of the kth firm is a single peaked
 function of its price.

 PROOF: Note that forpk sufficiently high the sales of firm k are zero; similarly,
 for Pk = Ck revenue equals zero. We establish that for intermediate values of Pk,
 profit 7Tk is a single peaked function of Pk

 We note that the market share of firm k is sandwiched between that of two
 neighboring firms, k - 1 and k + 1. As its price falls, it will at some point
 squeeze out one or both of these neighboring firms, thus acquiring a new
 "neighbor."

 Consider the function

 Tk= (Pk -Ck) ( tk + 1 - tk)

 which is formally defined for all Pk, and which coincides with the profit of firm k
 over that range of Pk such that firm k has a positive market share bounded by
 (k - 1) and (k + 1). We first show that any turning point of 7Tk is a maximum,
 i.e. 7Tk is single peaked. For, differentiating with respect to Pk we have

 7k (Pk - Ck)(l rk,k+ I- rk-l,k) + tk+ I- tk,
 (3)

 Tk= 2(1 - rk,k+I - rk- 1k) < 0

 Suppose now that Pk falls so far as to drive one of its neighbors, k - 1 say, out
 of the market. Then its new neighbors are k - 2, k + 1. Again, the profit function
 77k for k sandwiched between k - 2, k + 1, is a single peaked function of Pk*
 Moreover, at the price at which the market share of k - 1 becomes zero, i.e.
 tk = tk_,, we shall show that

 7 > 7T I

 so that if 7Tk is increasing at this point then a fortiori A7k is increasing. From this it
 follows that the profit function is globally single peaked.

 To show that 7Tk we compare 7T' as defined by (3) with

 Tk = (Pk - Ck)(l - rkk+I - rk-2,k) + tk+I - tk-2

 and using tk = tk , and since (by inspection of the definitions of r - 1,k) we have
 rk-2,k < rk- 1k' our result follows. Q.E.D.

 From this we obtain the following proposition.
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 1476 A. SHAKED AND J. SUTTON

 PROPOSITION 1: For any set of products 1, . . ., n a noncooperative price equilib-

 rium p1, . .. , pn exists.

 PROOF: This follows immediately by appealing to the fact that each firm's
 profit function is quasi-concave by virtue of Lemma 1 [1, p. 152]. Q.E.D.

 5. THE FINITENESS PROPERTY

 We proceed by defining the following property:

 DEFINITION 1: An interval [u, u1] of qualities possesses the finiteness property if
 there exists a number K such that, at any Nash equilibrium involving a number
 of products drawn from this interval, at most K enjoy positive market shares and
 prices exceeding unit variable cost.

 REMARK: K will depend on the range [a, b] of consumer incomes.

 We note that if this property does not hold, then it follows that for all N, there
 exists a sequence of at least N products coexisting with positive market shares,
 and prices exceeding unit variable cost, at a Nash Equilibrium in prices.

 We now turn to the condition required to ensure this "finiteness" property.
 We begin by defining a function t(u, v), which is the income level at which a

 consumer is indifferent between goods u and v, where both are available at unit
 variable cost. Setting

 u(t - c(u)) = v(t - c(v))

 we have

 vc(v) -uc(u)
 t(u,v) = v______- u_____ = c(v)ruv + c(u)(1 - ruv)

 where ruv = v/(v - u).
 Consumers of income above t(u, v) strictly prefer the higher quality good; and

 conversely.

 We begin by deleting from our interval [u, ii] any products for which t(uo, u)
 > b; such products will not be viable in that even the richest consumer will

 prefer to make no purchase, rather than buy such a good, even at cost. In general
 this deletion will leave a number of closed subintervals of quality.

 We now state a condition which will be shown, in Propositions 2, 3 below, to
 be necessary and sufficient for the finiteness property to hold on any such
 subinterval, whence it follows immediately that it is necessary and sufficient for
 finiteness on [u,-i].

 We define the function t(u, u),

 t(u, u) = lim t(u, v).
 v-* u
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 uc(u) // uc(u)
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 FIGURE 2(ii).

 Since c (u) is diff erentiable, and

 t (u, u) = c (u) + uc'(u),

 it follows that t (u, u) is well defined.
 Now t(u, u) may be interpreted directly, as follows. If all goods are made

 available at unit variable cost, then a consumer of income t(u, u) attains either a
 maximum, or a minimum, of utility, by choosing u. To see this, consider the
 problem

 maxu(Y -c(u))

 u~~~~~~~~

 which leads to the first order condition (Figure 1)

 Y = (uc (u))' = uc'(u) + c (u) = t (u, u).

 Our condition for finiteness is that no such consumer is present; to exclude
 such cases we require that either (a) t(u, u) X~ [a, b], so that all such consumers lie
 outside our range of incomes, or (b) t (u, u) < t (uo, u), so that any such consumer
 strictly prefers to make no purchase, rather than buy u. (The latter case is
 illustrated in Figure 2(ii).) Combining these two cases we obtain the following
 condition.

 CONDITION (F): t(u, u) X~ [max(a, t(uo, u)); b].

 REMARK 1: Condition (F) implies that for all (u, v), t (u, v) (4[max(a, t(uo,
 u)); b].

 This latter condition excludes the appearance of any consumer indifferent
 between two goods u and v, at unit variable cost. That it follows from (F) is
 immediate from inspection of Figure 1. (We might of course replace t(uo, u) here
 by t (uo, v), for if a consumer prefers uo to u, and is indifferent between u and v,
 he pref ers uo to v also.)
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 1478 A. SHAKED AND J. SUTTON

 REMARK 2: Since t(u, v) is continuous, it follows that t(u, v) is uniformly (in

 u, v) bounded away from its corresponding interval [max(a, t(uou)); b].

 REMARK 3: We here note two cases which will be of interest below.

 For any two goods u and v, with v > u: (i) If t(u, v) < max(a, t(uo, u)), then
 any consumer willing to buy u at cost (in the sense of preferring this to making

 no purchase) will certainly prefer to buy v rather than u, if both are made

 available at cost. (ii) If t(u, v) > b, then any consumer willing to buy v at cost,
 will prefer to buy u rather than v if both goods are made available at cost.

 In the Introduction, we noted that there are two ways in which the "finiteness"

 property may fail to hold; we can now interpret the restriction imposed by

 Condition (F) in terms of these two possibilities.
 The first way in which Condition (F) may be violated is by the appearance of

 some u E (u, ii), such that a consumer of some income t E (a, b) attains a
 maximum of utility by consuming u, all products being available at unit variable

 cost. This case violates the requirement that all consumers rank products in the

 same order at cost; it is analogous to the familiar "location" models, in that
 consumers with income above (below) t will prefer a quality above (below) u.

 The remaining cases in which Condition (F) is violated are all analogous to the
 case noted in the Introduction, in which costs are zero, while the range of
 incomes extends to zero. These include the possibility that, for some u E (u, u7), a
 consumer of some income t E (a, b) attains a minimum of utility. (The analogy

 between this case to that in which the range of incomes extends to zero is

 developed in the proof of Proposition 3 below.) They also include a number of
 boundary cases; for example, where a consumer of income t = a attains maxi-
 mum utility at u = u.

 We now turn to our central results, showing that Condition (F) is necessary
 and sufficient for finiteness.

 PROPOSITION 2 (Sufficiency): Condition (F) implies the finiteness property.

 PROOF: First note, by virtue of the continuity of t(u, v), and the differentia-

 bility of c(u), that (F) implies that either t(u, v) > b for all (u, v) or t(u, v)

 < max(a, t(uO, u)). (Note Remark 1 above.) In the former case, unit variable cost
 rises so steeply with quality that all consumers rank products (at cost) in
 decreasing order of quality; while in the latter case c(u) is "sufficiently flat," and
 all consumers rank products (at cost) in increasing order of quality.

 We here establish the result for the latter case; the proof for the former case
 being similar.

 We establish the result by showing that there exists some e > 0 such that the
 market share of any good, whose price exceeds unit variable cost, is greater
 than e.

 We first note what happens if two or more goods have the same quality level.

 Then, by the familiar Bertrand argument, they have price equal to unit variable
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 cost at equilibrium. Moreover, it then follows immediately from Condition (F)

 that all products of lower quality have a zero market share. Now if the highest
 quality level is offered by two or more firms, our result therefore follows.

 Otherwise, denote the highest quality level produced by more than one firm as u,

 where we set u, = u0 in the case where all products are distinct.
 Consider any good k,k > 1, which has a price exceeding unit variable cost,

 and for which tk > a. Then the first order condition for profit maximization by
 firm k implies

 tk+I - tk ? (Pk - Ck)(rk-1,k + rk,k+1 l).

 Clearly

 tk > max(a, t(UO, uk- 1), t(us, Ukl -)) = m, say.

 (Note tk > a, and since the consumer of income tk prefers good k - 1 at price
 Pk- 1 > Ck- I to the zero good, we have tk> t(uo, uk- 1). Similarly, tk > t(uo, us).)
 Hence

 tk =Pkrk-l k +Pk l(l rk-l1k) > m

 or (remembering rk- 1,k > 1),

 (Pk - Ck)rk- 1k > m + Pk- l(rk- 1k - 1) ckrk- 1k

 > m + Ck_ l(rk-lk 1) - Ckrk 1k = m - t(uk- Iuk).

 But bearing in mind the first order conditions above, we have that the market
 share

 (tk+ 1 - tk) > (Pk - 1,k 2 m - t(uk IUk)

 > max(a, t(UO, Uk- )) - t(Uk- 1 Uk).

 By virtue of Remarks 1 and 2 above, this last expression is bounded away from
 zero, uniformly in u, from which our result follows. Q.E.D.

 PROPOSITION 3 (Necessity): If Condition (F) is violated, then the finiteness
 property does not hold.

 PROOF: As we noted above, we may divide instances in which (F) is violated
 into two cases according as: (i) t(u,u) maximizes his utility by choosing u (at
 cost) or (ii) t(u, u) minimizes his utility by choosing u (at cost).

 Now in both of these cases the same construction can be used to show how

 any number of products can be entered in the neighborhood of u; the essential
 property used is that there exists a consumer who is locally indifferent between a
 certain range of goods.

 Each of these cases includes a number of subcases; we deal with one sub-

 case, viz. t(u, u) E (a, b) and u E (u, ii) and t(uo, u) < t(u, u). The remaining
 "boundary" cases can be dealt with in an obvious manner.

 CASE (i): Here the proof is immediate. We have some interval of qualities for

 which t(q, q) E (max(a, t(uo, q)), b) at each point q (from the differentiability of
 uc(u) at q (Fig. 1)).
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 1480 A. SHAKED AND J. SUTTON

 Thus each quality in this interval is preferred, at cost, to any alternative, by
 consumers of some income level (as in "location" models).

 Hence, given any sequence of products ul, . .. , un in this neighborhood, each
 good k certainly enjoys a positive market share at equilibrium. Thus any number
 of distinct products can coexist with positive market shares and prices exceeding
 variable cost, and the finiteness property does not hold.

 CASE (ii): This case is more complicated; to show that there are n qualities

 which can coexist we need to choose these qualities close to u. The construction

 of such a set of qualities is carried out in the Appendix.
 We here illustrate the intuition underlying this construction by describing a

 limiting case, as follows. Suppose there exists a consumer who is indifferent
 between an interval of qualities (i.e. uc(u) is linear over this interval). Then

 consider any finite sequence ul, . . . , un of qualities in this interval.
 A product within this sequence will not be driven out of the market unless the

 seller of some higher quality product in the sequence sets price equal to cost. It
 suffices then to show that the top quality un is not sold at cost. But this is

 immediate, for this product can certainly earn positive profits by selling at a price
 exceeding cost.

 This argument is of course analogous to that of the zero cost case, with a = 0,
 alluded to above. (As t(u, u) is in the interior of the relevant interval, un can be
 sold to a richer consumer at a price above cost.)

 The proof in the Appendix shows how this kind of argument extends to the
 case of a turning point of uc(u) and thus establishes that the finiteness property
 does not hold. Q.E.D.

 6. DISCUSSION

 The condition we have developed above is necessary and sufficient for the
 finiteness property. That condition refers to the relationship between consumers'

 willingness to pay for quality improvements, and the change in unit variable cost

 associated with those improvements; thus it involves the interplay of technology
 and tastes.

 The "finiteness" condition is likely to hold in those industries where the main
 burden of quality improvement takes the form of R & D, or other fixed costs.
 Unit variable costs, on the other hand, being the sole costs relevant to our
 present concerns, may rise only slowly with increases in quality. Indeed, insofar

 as product innovation is often accompanied by concomitant process innovation,
 unit variable costs may even fall.

 It is this situation, where the "finiteness" property holds along the relevant
 interval of qualities, which we have labelled a "natural oligopoly."

 The finiteness condition does not in itself exclude an infinite number of firms;
 it is consistent with the presence of an arbitrarily large number of firms each
 selling an identical product at a price equal to unit variable cost, and a bounded
 number of firms offering a range of distinct, higher, qualities, at prices exceeding
 unit variable cost.

 The implications of our present results are most clearly seen in the context of a
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 model in which firms first incur some arbitrarily small fixed cost in entering the
 industry; then choose the qualities of their respective products, and then compete

 in price. Here, the presence of any fixed cost, however small, excludes the

 viability of firms whose prices are not strictly greater than unit variable cost at

 equilibrium. We have, in [7], characterized a perfect equilibrium4 in this three
 stage game (entry; choice of quality; choice of price). The outcome is that, given

 a large number of entrants, only a bounded number (there, two) will choose to
 enter; they will produce distinct products, and both will earn strictly positive
 profits at equilibrium. Further reductions in fixed costs, or an expansion in the

 size of the economy (once our bound is attained), have no effect on the

 equilibrium number of firms in the industry.

 We remark, finally, on a number of directions in which certain assumptions of
 the present model may be relaxed:

 (i) Linearity of utility functions; uniform income distribution: The special forms

 of the utility function and income distribution used here do not play a critical
 role, and our results may be extended to a wider class of function. (For a full
 treatment of existence, and finiteness, in the zero cost case, see [3].)

 (ii) Identical consumers: The assumption that consumers be identical can be

 relaxed, once some ranking of consumers in order of their willingness to pay is

 available.
 (iii) Smoothness of the cost function: The analysis extends readily to the case in

 which c(u) is kinked. In fact a new possible case of "finiteness" arises here, in

 that c(u) may be "flat" up to some point, and "steep" thereafter, so that the
 finiteness property holds (consider the first and third zones in Figure 2(i) joined

 at a kink). Consumers will now rank products (at cost) in increasing order of
 quality to the left of the kink, but in decreasing order to the right.

 (iv) Multiproduct firms: The restriction that each firm produces a single
 product can be relaxed. If we allow firms to produce a number of products, the
 finiteness property still holds, in that a bound will exist to the number of firms
 which can enjoy positive market shares at a Nash Equilibrium in prices.

 London School of Economics

 Manuscript received August, 1981; final revision received September, 1982.

 APPENDIX

 We here provide the construction referred to in the proof of Proposition 3 of the text. We show
 that where (F) is violated, then for any n, we can choose n distinct qualities sufficiently close to the
 point u at which (F) fails, such that all coexist with positive market share at a Nash Equilibrium in
 prices. This proof covers both the cases, (i) and (ii), referred to in Proposition 3; while a direct proof
 for case (i) is possible, the present construction is needed for case (ii). The fact that the present
 construction covers both cases demonstrates clearly that what enables an infinite number of products
 to coexist is the presence of a consumer who is locally (in quality) indifferent between products of
 differing qualities, where each is made available at cost.

 The strategy of our construction is as follows: Choosing n qualities in a particular manner we write
 down the system of first order conditions which define equilibrium, and we show that a choice of
 qualities which are "sufficiently close" ensures that all have a positive market share at equilibrium.

 4See [6].
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 Let u denote the quality at which (F) is violated. Choose u" = u and uk - uk = e. Note from the
 definition of t1, . . ., tk, that we can express pkrk - I,k as a function of t . tk, viz.

 Pkrk-1,k = tk + * * * + t2 + tIa

 where a = (uI - u0)/E. Similarly, we can express ckrk - k as:

 Ckrk- ,k = t(Uk-I, Uk) + * * * + t(ul , U2) + t(uo, ul)a.

 To simplify the equation, we define a new variable

 Sk = tk - t(Uk-I , Uk)-

 Then the first order conditions (3) take the form:

 {2 + t(U1, U2)-a = s1a, s < a- t(uo, ul),

 s2 + [t(Ul , U2) -t(uo, ul)] = s1(2 + a), s1 > a - t(uo, ul),

 Sk+ I-Sk + [t(Uk , Uk+ ) - t(Uk-I, U1)] = 2(sk + Sk-I + + s2 + s1a)

 (k=2,...n-i),

 b- Sn -t(Un- I,I Un) = Sn + Sn- I + ***+ 52 + sia.

 (Note that the first order condition for firm 1 depends on whether l's lower boundary is below a
 or not, i.e., whether all consumers buy one of the available products, or otherwise. Hence we have
 two equations for firm 1.)

 From the first order condition for firm k, we may deduce that k's market share is

 Mk = 2(sk + * * * + s2 + s1a).

 As E->O, the qualities chosen approach u and a->oo, t(Uk,Uk+) ->t(U,U) for k = 1, . . ., n-1
 and t(uo, u1) -> t(uo, u).

 We wish to show that in the limit as e ->0, the market shares of all products are positive.
 Since in any solution the Sk are bounded, it must be the case that s1 approaches zero. Denote sI a

 as sl, and write the equations for e = 0 (limit equations). Linearity and continuity guarantee that the
 solution of the limit system is the limit of the solutions. In the limit the relevant equation for firm 1
 corresponds to the first of the pair cited above (s1 = 0).

 s2 + [t(u, u) - a] = 3,

 Sk+ I Sk = 2(sk + + 52 + 1) (k = 2, . . , n- ),

 [b -t(u, u)]- Sn = Sn + * * * + 52 + 51-

 Note that b - t(u, u) > 0 and t(u, u) - a > 0. To show that k's market share Mk = 2(sk + * * * +
 s2 + 31) is positive, we split the system of equations into two subsystems, and introduce the new
 variable Mk:

 s2 + [t(u, u) - a] = E,

 S3-52 = 2(s2 + 31),

 System (A) 54-53 = 2(S3 + s2 + 51)

 Sk Sk-I = 2(sk-I + + S2 + 1),

 Mk =2(sk + ***+ 52 + El),

 Sk+ I-Sk = Mk,

 Sk+2 Sk+ I = 2sk+I + Mk,
 System (B)

 Sn Sn-I = 2(Sn-I + *+ Sk+I) + Mk,

 b- t(u,u)-Sn = Sn + + Sk+ + Mk/2.
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 We show that the first system (A) defines Sk as an increasing linear function of Mk with a negative
 value at Mk = 0 and that the second system (B) defines Sk as a decreasing linear function with a
 positive value at Mk = 0. The two functions must therefore intersect at a positive Mk.

 To verify these assertions, note that in (A) s2,S3,...,Sk, Mk are all strictly increasing linear
 functions of 9,; hence sk can be written as an increasing linear function of Mk. To see that Sk < 0
 when Mk = 0, set Mk = 0 in the last equation, and substitute this in the preceding equation, to obtain
 Sk - I = 3sk Continuing backwards, we represent each Sj in turn, for j > 2, where q J is some
 positive constant, and sl as q2S2 + [t(U, u) - t(uO, u)]. Substituting this in the last equation, we have

 (1+ q 2+ q 3 + ...qk- ')Sk + [t(U, u) - t(UO, u)] = 0.

 Hence Sk (0) < 0.

 From system (B), beginning from the first equation, we can write Sk+ +1, s, as linear functions
 of Sk, Mk, increasing in both arguments. Substituting this in the last equation, we find Sk as a
 decreasing function of Mk. This function is positive for Mk = 0 for (from the first equation)
 Sk + I = Sk, while from the second Sk + 2 = 3sk, etc. All the Sk can be written as the product of a positive
 constant and Sk, whence from the last equation we have Sk > 0.

 Hence the solution Mk is positive. This completes our construction.
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